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LIFE ON A
GRANDER

SCALE

Located in the southwestern quadrant of the United States
– bordered by California, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah,
Colorado and Mexico – Arizona is the sixth largest State in
the USA.
Most famous for being the home of the breathtaking
Grand Canyon National Park – which is echoed cheekily in
its brand messaging, “Life On A Grander Scale” – Arizona
is also a State brimming with cultural significance, culinary
delights, and some of America’s most sought-after
wellness resorts, spas, hiking trails, and golf courses.
So whether you’re looking to relax by one of the States
numerous lakes, rivers or resort pools, or take to the road
or hiking trail to explore some of the stunning National
Parks, Historic Monuments, American Indian tribal lands
or more, Arizona has you covered.

EXPLORE

ARIZONA
CITIES & REGIONS
As one of America’s largest and most diverse
States, Arizona offers an abundance of life-changing
destinations and experiences to enjoy. Broken up into 5
distinct regions, each area of the State has its own mustsee cities, natural wonders, unique cuisine and more –
so you’ll want to make sure you take the time to explore
each region in full.

NORTH ARIZONA
North Arizona will take you to some of the best natural wonders
in all of the USA. Flagstaff is a laid-back mountain town on iconic
Route 66 and the gateway to the Grand Canyon National Park,
which forms a colourful chasm more than 487 stories deep and 445
km long. Follow the Colorado River further to visit picturesque Lake
Powell and the city of Page which stands sentry to the sprawling
Glen Canyon National recreation area. Don’t forget to stop at
iconic stops including Antelope Canyon and Horseshoe Bend as
well.

WESTERN ARIZONA
Experience Western Arizona, with a visit to Yuma which
features extraordinary outdoor activities from tubing on the
Colorado River to off-roading at the Buttercup Sand Dunes.
Soak in the blue skies and sun that shines 310 days a year –
perfect for outdoor activities. Lake Havasu City is a city in
Mohave County made famous for being the home of
the 1831 London Bridge. Don’t forget to take a trip
down Route 66. Kingman and surrounding cities of
Seligman and Peach Springs make up the longest
historic section of Route 66 still in use today. Here
you can enjoy frequent classic car events, glowing
neon signs, and an overall retro vibe that
embraces the city’s vibrant past.

NORTH
CENTRAL
Prescott is known for its authentic cowboy history, famous Whiskey
Row, and moderate climate. Enjoy local microbreweries, distilleries,
and restaurants serving both comfort and modern cuisines. In
nearby Sedona, the iconic red rocks will take your breath away.
The cities mix of wellness resorts, spas, and artisan stores will make
you feel re-invigorated by the energy for which this area is known.
And the nearby Verde Valley Wine Trail invites wine enthusiasts to
experience the production of exquisite Arizona wines.

GREATER PHOENIX &
CENTRAL ARIZONA
Enjoy touring Arizona’s capital city – Phoenix, with its renowned
restaurants, shows, museums, and other hotspots. Luxury
resorts and wellness spas beckon visitors to relax, unwind and
enjoy abundant sunshine and great year-round weather. And
just a short drive away is the stunning city of Scottsdale with
its lush desert landscape offering nearly endless opportunities
for outdoor adventure. Experience agritourism and scenic
landscapes on the Arizona Fresh Foodie Trail Tour, a culinary
expedition highlighting local flavours in the town of Mesa.

TUCSON & SOUTH ARIZONA
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Tucson is the first UNESCO city of Gastronomy and is an oasis for
foodies with a rich history, from the ancient Hohokam people to
Mission San Xavier del Bac. It’s also a great stop for nature lovers
as it is bordered by Saguaro National Park and Catalina State
Park. In nearby Bisbee you’ll discover a former mining town,
that’s downtown area now consists of shops, restaurants, and
inns maintaining a turn-of-the-century feel. Or you can explore
the past in Tombstone, home to celebrated Old Westerners
such as Wyatt Earp, Doc Holliday, and the Clanton and McLaury
families – infamous for their legendary gunfight at the OK Corral.
Follow the Sonoita/Elgin & Wilcox wine trails which include
over a dozen vineyards and tasting rooms.

ROOM TO ROAM

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
THE GRAND CANYON EXPERIENCE
SOUTH RIM
Due to its proximity to Flagstaff , Williams, and Tusayan, the South Rim is
the Grand Canyon’s most popular destination. Ride the Grand Canyon
Railway to have the opportunity to relive an important part of American
history. Experience a Wild West shootout plus entertainment and live
action aboard the train.
NORTH RIM
Usually accessible from May – October this less-travelled area – far away
from the crowds of Grand Canyon Village – is a remote, relaxing place to
enjoy the beauty of the canyon in solitude. Here you can also view the
Grand Canyon by mule! Take a tour in the saddle traveling 6.5 km along
the rim, your guide will stop multiple times to offer information on the
region.
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WEST RIM
The West Rim is located on the Hualapai Reservation and is a tribal
enterprise of a sovereign Indian nation. This is the best area for adrenalin
junkies! Most famous for being the home to the Skywalk, sitting 1,219
metres above the Canyon floor. For a heart pumping, adrenaline rush, try
the Zip Line at the Hualapai Ranch, or shoot the Colorado River rapids in
an exciting whitewater rafting adventure.
GRAND CANYON HELICOPTER
Experience Grand Canyon by air. Helicopter tours of the Grand Canyon
offer a front-row seat experience that allows visitors to see the beauty of
the Grand Canyon from a birds-eye perspective.
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MORE OUTDOOR ADVENTURES
MONUMENT VALLEY
Monument Valley Navajo Tribal Park, located on the Navajo Nation – one of the
largest American Indian tribes – is an area of free standing sandstone rock forms
that rise majestically from the desert floor. Up to 304 metres tall, they create a truly
magical desert landscape. This panorama of richly hued sandstone towers, pinnacles,
and buttes is one of the most unforgettable places in the world.
ANTELOPE CANYON
There are few slot canyons, if any, that can truly compete with the beauty
of 400-metre long Antelope Canyon. A tight squeeze through a wonderland of
gorgeous coloured sandstone, sloping angles of the rocks – coupled with the shifts
of light that make their way down from the rim of the canyon – make this one of
America’s most photographed locations. For hiking in seclusion, book a tour for the
Lower Antelope Canyon area.
PETRIFIED FOREST NATIONAL PARK
One of the world’s largest and most vibrantly coloured assemblies of petrified wood,
historic structures, and archaeological sites with 200-million-year-old fossils telling the
tale of the prehistoric earth and its inhabitants. At the northern end of the park is the
Painted Desert, a vast area of purple, red and orange sediments which form colourful
badlands. Take a hike through a stark landscape where wildflowers bloom each
spring.
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GLEN CANYON
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, encompassing Lake Powell with its deep blue
water within orange-red cliff walls, offers everything from swimming, to whitewater
rafting. The 24 km section from Glen Canyon Dam to Lee’s Ferry is a relaxing flatwater
rafting experience offering spectacular scenery. The river weaves through sandstone
cliffs and famous sites such as Petroglyph Beach and Horseshoe Bend.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
NOT TO MISS
DARK SKIES
The International Dark Skies Association is headquartered
in Tucson, and Flagstaff is the first designated Dark Sky
city in the world. Sedona, the Village of Oak Creek, Camp
Verde, and the Kaibab Paiute Indian Reservation are also
all officially designated dark sky regions.
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CULTURE & HISTORY
Today, 22 sovereign American Indian communities
reside in Arizona, lending their unique spiritual,
cultural, and economic richness to the State.
Throughout Arizona, you can step into the past and
experience up-close the artifacts and fascinating
structures built and used by these tribes at a number
of American Indian-operated museums and cultural
centres.

TOP FIVE PLACES TO VISIT
KINGMAN
ROUTE 66 MUSEUM
The Arizona Route 66
Museum tells the story
of this famous road and
the forms of transport
that have travelled it
over the years.

WINSLOW
METEOR CRATER
Meteor Crater is
a meteorite impact
crater approximately
29 km west of
Winslow in the
northern Arizona
desert.

TOMBSTONE
THE OK CORRAL
Most famous for
its Gunfight at OK
Corral, Tombstone is
a preserved township
that will make you
feel like you’ve
stepped right into the
Wild Wild West.

SAGUARO
NATIONAL PARK
Another of Arizona’s
breathtaking National
Parks, Saguaro National
Park near Tucson is
a desert oasis made
famous by its imposing
– and highly photogenic
– saguaro cacti.

LAKE HAVASU CITY
LONDON BRIDGE
Originally built in the
1830s and formerly
spanning the River
Thames in England, the
bridge was purchased
by Robert P. McCulloch
from the City of London
in 1968.

RELAXATION & DINING
WORTH TRAVELLING FOR
RELAX & RECHARGE
There are times in life where we just need a re-set. Our
current circumstances, busy schedules, responsibilities, and
stresses can take a heavy toll. Wellness and spa resorts in
sunny Tucson, upscale Scottsdale, and new age-y Sedona,
draw travellers from all over the world seeking outdoor
activities and the solitude of nature and stunning resort
facilities. Here are our top five places to rest your head:
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SEDONA - ENCHANTMENT
One of the best resorts in Arizona, Enchantment is located in a
gorgeous red rock canyon spanning across 70 acres.

CIVANA Wellness Resort & Spa - Arizona Office of Tourism
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CIVANA WELLNESS RESORT & SPA
Nestled in the Sonoran Desert, just outside of Scottsdale, CIVANA
offers a chance to relax in nature inspired rooms surrounded by the
stillness of the desert.
SCOTTSDALE - OMNI MONTELUCIA RESORT
Enjoy views of Camelback Mountain from the Omni Scottsdale
Resort. Discover empowerment, transform yourself, create your
own customised essence, find guidance, and meditate with the
numerous wellness treatments on offer.
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TANQUE VERDE GUEST RANCH
Explore the desert and mountains by horseback, then relax and
reconnect with an end of trail massage at the La Sanora Spa, this ranch
offers everything to help you enjoy a tranquil, stress-free vacation.

CASTLE HOT SPRINGS
Immerse into an oasis where luxurious accommodations and
exceptional culinary offerings are designed to provide guests the
opportunity to emerge as their best selves. Castle Hot Springs
resort includes a thriving farm that provides a wide variety of fruits
and vegetables for their restaurant and a curated selection of
activities including yoga and horseback riding plus select daily
offerings.

TOP PLACES TO EAT
KAI
As one of the few
restaurants in the
country dedicated
to Native American
cuisine, Kai is a 5
star, 5 diamond
exceptional and
unique dining
experience.

EL CHARRO CAFE
In Tucson you’ll find
the oldest Mexican
restaurant in the
country (familyowned since 1922) at
El Charro Café, which
serves traditional
plates with a Sonora
spin.

FnB
Located in Scottsdale,
FnB’s Chef and
co-owner Charleen
Badman was a James
Beard Winner for Best
Chef in the southwest
in 2019 and is known
for her elevated
vegetable creations.

BOCA TACOS Y TEQUILA
Boca Tacos y Tequila
in Tucson is a unique
experience. Salsas
change daily and include
ingredients such as
watermelon, peanut
butter, whiskey, and
chillies of varying heat
levels.

PIZZICLETTA
All you really need to
know about Pizzicletta,
in Flagstaff, is that folks
will drive 2½ hours
from Phoenix to eat
pizza there!

ROAD TRIP INTINERARIES
CHOOSE YOUR ADVENTURE

Arizona is home to dozens of noteworthy roads, byways, and historic loops that make your window feel like a movie
screen. Whether you have a few days or a few weeks to holiday in Arizona, we have the perfect itinerary for you.
Follow some of these multi-day Arizona road trips and choose your own adventure!

NORTHERN ARIZONA - BUCKET LIST
8 DAYS

ROUTE 66
4 DAYS

If the Grand Canyon’s on your list, spend a few days on the way taking in
the incredible nearby sites and sights. Sedona’s red rocks, Flagstaff’s pine
forests, Monument Valley’s rich red hues and Page’s wavy walls will leave you
breathless - not to mention
the world wonder itself,
the Grand Canyon.
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WINE COUNTRY
CHOOSE YOUR PACE

Take in a little kitsch, a little culture and a lot
of incredible natural and historic landmarks
along one of the most famous highways in
the world. It’s the quintessential American
roadtrip, filled with the weird, the wonderful
and the wow factor.

COCHISE COUNTY
5 DAYS

Arizona soil is ideal for growing grapes from
varietals native to Spain, Italy and the Rhône
River Valley. Sample your way through the Verde
Valley Wine Trail north of Phoenix and tour the
wineries in the southeast part of the state.
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Tucked into Arizona’s
lower right corner, Cochise
County invites you to disconnect
and recharge. The expanse of mountain and sky, from
sunrise to sunset, makes flipping your phone from
selfie to scenic simple. Walk, hike, bike, or climb
the landscape that bears the names of legends, like
Chiricahua, Cochise, Geronimo, Slaughter, and the
infamous Tombstone.
Tombstone - Arizona Office of Tourism

FOR BOOKINGS PLEASE CONTACT
YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT

